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Abstract 
The Baruther Ice-Marginal Valley has interesting geomorphological genesis as it lies between 
two terminal moraines from different glaciations; (fluvio)glacial, aeolian and anthropogenic 
processes have formed the valley as it is today. Due to the Covid19 pandemic, it is prohibited 
to perform live fieldwork and all has to be done digitally. The availability of LiDAR data allows 
us for detailed digital research of the area and combined with existing literature this research 
has set out to create a large scale geomorphological map that was missing before this. This 
map will be created following a legend made in this research that is based upon older German 
legends of areas of similar morphogenesis. The created legend is suitable for areas of 
(fluvio)glacial genesis and contains landforms that make this valley unique such as Relict 
Charcoal Hearths and military. The geomorphological map of the valley is compliant with 
expectations: dominant fluvioglacial processes, followed by aeolian and anthropogenic 
landforms on top from a later stage in history. Mapping in ArcGIS Pro is easier as it allows for 
overlaying of maps and results and automatically applies symbology and legends. However, 
because of this, it is impossible to apply a different size of symbol to the same code carrying 
landform and thus will always be displayed the same size. 
 
Keywords: Geomorphological, genesis, Baruther Ice-Marginal Valley, Urstromtal, map, LiDAR, 
Digital, ArcGIS Pro, symbology.  
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Introduction 
The Baruther Ice-Marginal Valley (or Urstromtal in German) near Horstwalde in the State of 
Brandenburg, Germany, has been part of extensive research by several universities from the 
Netherlands and Germany. The reason for this is the interesting genesis of the area, shown in 
image 1. The Urstromtal is in between two terminal moraines, the southern was formed 
300.000-130.000 years ago during the Saale glaciation, while the northern terminal moraine 
called the Brandenburg terminal moraine was created during the Weichselian glaciation, 
115.000-12.000 years ago (Juschus, 2001). The erosion and deposition of sediments due to 
(fluvio-)glacial processes during and after these glaciations resulted in the relatively flat Ice-
Marginal Valley. During cold and dry periods after the glaciers had retreated, aeolian processes 
gained the upper hand and left deposits that formed the dunes, still visible today and 
investigated intensively (Boer, 1995; 2016).  
 

 
Image 1. A schematic drawing of the genisis of the Baruther Ice-Marginal Valley. Source: 
https://geohilfe.de/physische-geographie/geomorphologie/glaziale-formung/glaziale-serie/:  

 
Research in the Urstromtal showed many signs of anthropogenic influence in the valley, 
amongst them  Relic Charcoal Hearths (abbreviated to RCHs). Over 150 years ago, humans 
started to create charcoal for their iron smelting using flat and woody areas in the valley. 
Leftover charcoal got buried over time and is preserved, altering soil processes and contents 
(Hirsch et al., 2017). Bachelor students of the University of Amsterdam have combined LiDAR 
derived maps and fieldwork to locate and map these RCHs in the years 2018 and 2019.  

More recent human influences have been altering the valley significantly by building 
and expanding their villages, farming and ploughing, excavating sand to flatten other, often 
wet parts of the land, building military training grounds and test tracks for cars and trucks. 

Although all these processes and the genesis of the area have had a significant 
influence on the valley, a recent large scale geomorphological map of the area is lacking. A 
small scale map of the area created by De Boer (1992)  was created by using analogue sources 
and drawn by hand (without the use of software). Since then, developments have provided us 
with tools, programs and data that allows us to look into an area or subject with greater detail 
without actually conducting fieldwork in the area. Furthermore, geomorphological mapping is 

marin schadee
A schematic drawing of the genisis of the Urstromtal. Source: https://geohilfe.de/physische-geographie/geomorphologie/glaziale-formung/glaziale-serie/
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regarded as  a fundamental principle within earth sciences and serves the purpose of both 
land and risk management while also being part of preliminary research to ecology, forestry 
and soil sciences.  

Because a large scale map of the area is lacking and data has become more available 
and accurate, this research sets out to create a geomorphological map of the Urstromtal near 
Horstwalde. As the Urstromtal spans over 300 kilometers (east to west) and 200 kilometers 
(north to south) in north eastern Germany, and is impossible to map within this research’s 
extend and time span, it has been decided to focus on an area near the village of Horstwalde, 
which is situated in the Urstromtal (image 2, in purple). The reason for this is the extensive 
research that has been done in this part (e.g. de Boer, 1995, 2000; Juschus, 2001) of which 
fieldwork in recent years that provides this research with imagery and connections with the 
local universities and experts. That way, even though fieldwork this year is impossible due to 
the Covid19 pandemic, there will be sufficient data present and the lack of fieldwork is 
mitigated. Moreover, this research is part of a team of six, all of which will provide a strip of 2 
kilometers in width (East-West) and 10 kilometers in length (North-South) that will be merged 
together and form a geomorphological map (image 2, in red). 
 

 
Image 2. Research area in Brandenburg, Germany. In purple the individual assigned strip. Each square is 2 x 2 km. 

The University of Amsterdam has provided Bachelor’s students with LiDAR data of 30 
2-by-2-km tiles in the Urstromtal (image 2, in red). The LiDAR data contains the last returns 
(or ground values) of the area, with an average density of 1.8 points per square meter and 
elevation accuracy of 15 centimeters (ArcGIS Pro LiDAR data attribute table; GISGeography, 
2020). These data points contain the exact location of the ground in three dimensions (x,y,z), 
hence LiDAR data allows the creation of maps such as Digital Elevation Model (DEM) up to 
several decimeters, Slope up to 1 degree or Aspect in xxyy classes. The remarkable thing of 
these maps derived through LiDAR data is that they are able to display older landforms, even 
though human practices have partly changed landscapes on the surface. These older 

marin schadee
Figure 1. Research area in Brandenburg, Germany. In purple the individual assigned strip. Each square is 2 x 2 km.
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landforms are sometimes not even visible through orthophotos or even in real life, of which 
RCHs (image 3, right) or Ridge-and-Furrow systems (image 3, left) (de Boer, 2015) are a clear 
example. Additionally, because electromagnetic (laser) waves from LiDAR-planes go through 
canopy cover and leaves you are able to spot landforms that are covered by canopy on 
orthophotos (image 3, right). Waterbodies, on the other hand, absorbs all waves and returns 
none which results in gaps in the data and that way are easily spotted on maps. These 
characteristics make LiDAR derived maps particularly useful as the basis for the creation of 
the geomorphological map. 

Any map requires a legend to become useful. Gustavsson et al. (2006) showed the 
importance of legends to a map and the difficulty to create a format that is applicable in two 
situations, vastly differing from each other. They show that colour and symbology should be 
intuitive and be connected within one classification. Moreover, they state that 
geomorphological maps are a form of research communication between earth scientists and 
should find a universal method that is applicable on a vast range of different landscapes. Their 
attempt resulted in two very clear maps of a mountain range and a tempered relief. However, 
their attempt at universality resulted in a lesser detailed legend leaving out smaller landforms.    
Therefore, on the contrary to their beliefs, it is decided to not use their legend as it would not 
suffice for the Urstromtal as landforms that make it unique will then not be mapped.  

A research by Frank (1987) on a legend for geomorphology maps is very detailed and 
contains both symbols, colours and classification of landforms that are most common in 
Germany. His research was inspired by the creation of a geomorphological map of the Berlin-
Zehlendorf neighbourhood by Pachur & Schulz (1983). Frank (1987) expanded the legend 
from Pachur and Schulz (1983) to fit the whole of Germany and both their results can be found 
in appendix D3 and D4. The Zehlendorf neighbourhood - according to the geomorphological 
map by Pachuer & Schulz - is built in an area that is similar to that of the Baruther Ice marginal 
valley: a terminal moraine that shows signs of (fluvio-)glacial processes and anthropogenic 
influences. It is for this reason that the legends by Frank (1987) and Pachur and Schulz (1983) 
will form the basis for the Urstromtal geomorphological map.  

However, these legends and maps by Frank (1987) and Pachur & Schulz (1983) have 
been created for analog maps and are fixed to a set scale (e.g. 1:25,000 for the GMK25). This 
research on the other hand will use ArcGIS Pro, a widely used Geographical Information 

Image 3. The advantage of LIDAR derived maps. Left: Wölbäcker, old north-east to south-west ploughing 
directions, different from the present south-north directions, visible on the orthophotos. Right: a confirmed RCH, 
covered by tree canopies. 

marin schadee
Image X. The advantage of LIDAR derived maps compared to orthophotos. Left: Wölbäckker, old north-east to south-west plowing directions, different from the present south-north directions, visible on the orthophotos. Right: a confirmed RCH, covered by tree canopies.
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System, and newer and more accurate data that allows for a larger scale map. This offset 
yields the following research question: 
 
How can the legend by Frank (1987) and Pachur & Schulz (1983) be applied to the creation of 
the geomorphological map of the Horstwalde area in the modern program ArcGIS Pro?  
 
This paper describes the processes and methodology that are required in the creation of a 
geomorphological map and legend and will provide a roadmap for future mapping. The results 
will present both the legend and map with substantiation from literature, imagery and data. The 
discussion will entail a critical review on the used methodology and results of both mapping 
and legend creating and provide an answer to the fourth sub-question which is mentioned 
further on. Combining the results and discussion will provide an answer to the research 
question.  
 

Methodology 
Answering the main research question and meet the goal of creating a geomorphological map 
and providing a future proof legend has divided the main research question into four sub-
questions: 

- Which macro, meso and micro landforms are used in the old geomorphological map 
and which in the new? 

- What are the appropriate classifications of landforms for the study area? 
- What is the most appropriate symbology for every landform in the study area? 
- What are the pros and cons of digital mapping compared to analog mapping? 

 
The creation of the map will be done in the modern program ArcGIS Pro (2.5.1), briefly 
mentioned before. It is the successor to the widely used geographical program ArcMap but still 
relatively new and does as of yet lack some functionalities or has a different approach to 
calculations, mapping or analysing. Therefore, we started the research by rewriting a roadmap 
that was set out to aid in the processing of LiDAR data and creation of LiDAR derived maps, 
such as elevation, slope and aspect; this can be found in appendix A. The purpose of it is to 
help next year’s bachelors students in the beginning of their research and strengthen 
replicability. Moreover, this roadmap will be referenced to further on.  

To order the research it is decided to categorize all landforms in macro, meso and 
micro, where micro entails up to 0.1 km2, meso up to 1 km2 and macro larger than 1 km2, 
though it is to be noted that some landforms could span over more than one category. 
Depending on the average size of a landform, it will be placed in either macro, meso and micro. 
Roads and railways are an example of such structures that extend over multiple size categories 
due to their lengthy shape, but are still categorized as micro. Reasoning behind this, is due to 
their minor impact on a large area, but major on a small area.  

The introduction briefly mentioned the legends by Frank (1987) and Pachur & Schulz 
(1983) and their connection to the research area and for this reason will serve as a basis for 
this research. By translating their papers and comparing their classifications, landforms and 
categories and adding them together will provide a sufficient legend. Additionally, literature 
research on geomorphology mapping will be done to get a feel for the most efficient and clear 
method of legend creation, symbology usage and mapping itself. The data management table 
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in Appendix C provides an overview of literature that serves its purpose for the above 
mentioned research.  
 The introduction also mentioned the importance of correct symbology and how colours, 
shapes and size change perception and clarity of a map. The papers by Frank (1987) and 
Pachur & Schulz (1983) will supply most symbology, however, Frank’s research (1987) is in 
black and white and only contains written colours. The legend by Pachur & Schulz (1983) has 
been digitally colourized and will be an indication to what colours to use. However, other 
research, found in the Data Management Table (appendix C) will also aid in this process. In 
the end, after symbology has been applied to the map, a review will take place by me and five 
members of the research team on the clarity of the map and possible improvements will be 
suggested.  

Creating symbology in ArcGIS Pro is still a little over-complicated but does allow for a 
lot of customization. Unfortunately, because ArcGIS Pro is relatively new (every 0.0.1 update 
still brings basic functions such as find and replace) it is also lacking in more ready-to-use and 
sophisticated symbology. For this reason, most symbology will be made from scratch. The 
appendix B contains a roadmap that entails the process of making symbology for a multipoint, 
polyline and polygon and should provide enough detail for further research to embark on this.  

In order to add symbology to a feature class in ArcGIS Pro, you need a code (a string 
of numbers and/or letters) unique for every different landform and a column in the attribute 
table that gives every feature in the feature class this code. The code for every landform is 
based on its classification and its place within this. The code is different for every landform and 
consists of the classification number followed by the individual landform number. A zero is 
added in between these for tens, and two zero’s for hundreds. Another zero is added between 
the landform number and the category if a landform contains categories (figure 1). This should 
prevent any landform of being assigned the same code assuming no classification will reach 
over 100 landforms or categories. The correct order to create an extra column as well as assign 
the right code to every feature can be found in appendix B.  

 

 
Figure 1. Code derivation for 13.6 and 13.13.1. 

 

Map creation 
Because no fieldwork is possible during the extend of this research, all the information will be 
gathered through fieldwork in previous years that provides imagery, literature and mapped 
data. Additionally, digitized and digital maps provided by the Brandenburg council, de Boer 
and previous years bachelor students, among others, will be used: the data management table 
in appendix C provides all links and sources to all data that will have been used. Among the 
maps that will be used are topographical ones and earth-scientific ones such as soil, 

marin schadee
Image X. Code derivation for 13.6 and 13.13.1.
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lithography, geology, and others such as military maps and orthophotos from different years, 
the most important being the LiDAR derived maps. Landforms found in any of the LiDAR 
derived maps will be compared to the other maps to find similar shapes or explanations for it 
after which its presence can be mapped in the appropriate classification. This process is 
executed by all six members of the research team, and in the end the six separate but adjacent 
strips will be merged to form one geomorphological map, 10 kilometers north-south (in height) 
and 12 kilometers west-east (in width). This process will consist of combining, review, and 
revaluating drawn lines and borders until the map is whole and agreed upon by all six.  

RCHs 
The RCHs are anthropogenic landforms that are sometimes hard to find on the surface during 
fieldwork but are sometimes visible on a hillshade map. These landforms required slight land 
change to create a flat and stable surface and a trench surrounding it (Raab et al., 2016) which 
could still be found on a LiDAR derived hillshade map. Image 4 shows circular shapes that 
were confirmed -during a fieldwork trip- to be RCHs (Burger, 2019). Another research by 
Schneider (personal communication to de Boer, 16 April, 2018) for university of Cottbus did 
similar research in the Urstromtal to find possible RCH locations, using DEMs. Searching for 
circular shapes on the hillshade map will result in possible RCHs locations. Additionally, the 
possible RCHs points by Schneider (personal communication to de Boer, 16 April, 2018) will 
be re-evaluated.  

 
Image 4. Confirmed RCHs locations by Burger (2019). They are visible on the hillshade and DEM, but not on the 
orthophotos. 
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Results 

The legend 
The legend has been created on the basis of Pachur & Schulz (1983) and all additions or 
removals have been done to this legend thus their legend and the final legend have a lot of 
similarities. Because the legend by Frank (1987) contains more classifications, landforms and 
categories, this legend has been used to supply missing classifications, landforms and 
categories to that of Pachur & Schulz (1983). After the combination of these legends any other 
landform that was not fit for any of the landforms already in the legend, a new one was created. 
Appendix D3, D4 and D1 respectively contain the legends by Pachur & Schulz (1983), Frank 
(1987) and the final legend for this research. 
 Classification 1 Slope angles (‘Neigungen’), 2 axes of curved slope and crest segments 
(‘Wölbungen von Hängen und Rücken’) and 4 steps and break of slope ( Stufen, Kanten und 
Böschungen) have been left unchanged as they are deemed to contain enough detail and fit 
the area. However, classification 2 has been both particularly hard to determine (this will be 
discussed in the Discussion) and most likely conflicted with map readability due to the many 
curved slopes that dunes come with. The symbology for classification 1 will be copied over: 
light blue stripes and hatched patterns. The symbology and colour are not hindering on a large 
scale because of their light colour and wide spacing. 
 Classification 3 is missing from the legend, however Pachur & Schulz (1983) do not 
mention its removal. Classification 3 entails the slope curvature of kettles and knobs larger 
than 100 meters. An educated guess for this choice is that the area they mapped is either build 
upon (this being the Zehlendorf neighbourhood) or covered in forests and water bodies which 
makes determining convex or concave shapes incredibly difficult if they are present at all. In 
the Urstromtal, landforms like these are easier to spot as the valley is deforested for agricultural 
practices, and clearly visible on LiDAR derived maps. However, Kettles and knobs are also 
part of classification 6 Individual landforms (‘Einzelformen, Kleinformen und Rauheit’) without 
size constraints and classification 1 contains slope angels, thus rendering classification 3 
superfluous.  

Classification 4, Steps and brakes of slope, are small but sudden height changes no 
wider than a 100 meters (Frank, 1987). A LiDAR derived DEM and contour map should be 
sufficient to map these steps. Because this landform does not portray active geomorphological 
processes, the soil’s properties or origin and its symbology is distinctive from other 
classifications and recognizable on a map, its colour is black. The protrusions on the lines 
points towards the lower side of the steps.  
 Classification 5, Valleys and Drainageways, contains all valleys and drainageways that 
have been formed over time through glacial, fluvioglacial, fluvial and anthropogenic processes. 
It is divided in two categories: smaller than 25 meters and 25 up to 100 meters. The latter 
containing more particular valley shapes that combine fluvial and glacial erosion, for example 
5.5 where a saucer has been incised by fluvial processes. The smaller interval valleys and 
drainageways (0 to 25 meters) do not contain these mixed types as they are less prone to 
erosion that is visible on the LiDAR derived maps. Their symbology resembles the actual shape 
of the landform making them distinguishable among each other. Additionally, the larger interval 
has double stripes and the smaller has a single stripe. Because this landform does not portray 
active geomorphological processes, the soil’s properties or origin and its symbology is 
distinctive from other classifications and recognizable on a map, its colour is black. 

marin schadee
Image X. Confirmed RCHs locations by Burger (2019). They are visible on the hillshade and DEM, but not on the orthophotos.
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 Classification 6, individual landforms, contains mostly micro landforms, although could 
sometimes extend to meso landforms. These are mostly copied from the Pachur & Schulz 
(1983) legend but have been complemented by our own findings of a pingo ruin. The legend 
by Frank (1987) does contain quite the different micro landforms, but all other besides the 
already described by Pachur and Schulz (1983) were either too small to find on our maps or 
not relevant. The micro landforms could be of anthropogenic origin as well as any natural 
source. The symbols that involve height differences are, similar to classification 4, drawn with 
their protrusion to the lower side of the landform. Because these landform do not portray active 
geomorphological processes, the soil’s properties or origin and its symbology is distinctive from 
other classifications and recognizable on a map, its colour is black.  
 Classification 7 contains forms and traces of processes such as Findlinge (erratic 
boulders) or ventifacts. These traces are too small to find on our maps but one (appendix C) 
did contain exact locations of Findlinge in the Urstromtal. Its colour is for the same reasons as 
classifications 4, 5 and 6 black.  

The 8th classification contains information on the material of the top layer. This is the 
first classification that will set itself apart using colour: brown red. The Pachur and Schulz 
(1983) legend indicates 13 different soils while Frank (1987) has 41. Franks (1987) contains 
more detailed soil materials by combining multiple materials and also includes origin for some 
combinations. However, used maps were not that detailed and only mentioned two soil 
materials present in the research area: sand and peat. However, because of the glacial origin, 
it is expected to also contain glacial till (also called boulder clay). Therefore, classification 8 
contains these three materials. Their colour and symbols are distinctive and its spacing is 
significant just so that is does not hinder other classifications. 

Classifications 9 and 10 encompass the direction of deposition of materials and layering 
structures, such as ordered to size, homogeneous distribution. Although it is possible to make 
educated guesses through the direction of the stream and rivers, the direction of prevailing 
winds, etcetera these would be no other than guesses and will be left out for that reason. 
Supporting the matter, is the fact that these classifications are usually only possible in the 
ditches that are dug during the construction of pipelines.  

Classification 11 ‘Gesteine’ (Frank, 1987) brings the lithography to the map, but has 
been left out by Pachur and Schulz (1983) most likely under the assumption that classification 
8 Materials and 13 Areas of geomorphological processes contain relevant information on the 
substrates of soil and its origin. For this reason it has been left out in the legend.  

Classification 12 is the first that contains active geomorphological processes such as 
erosion, disposition, soil settling, etc. Unfortunately, these processes are not visible on LiDAR 
derived maps although, again, educated guesses can be made. However, to stay consistent 
and keep the map clear of uncertainties, these processes will be left out.  

Classification 13, areas of geomorphological processes, is a macro landform 
classification that shows the biggest geomorphological processes that formed the Urstromtal 
and the end/terminal moraine(s) to its current form. The Pachur and Schulz (1983) legend was 
very detailed on every glacial and fluvioglacial landforms, while leaving out processes linked 
to volcanic activity or coastal processes. These areas are still included in the legend by Frank 
(1987), but for obvious reasons left out. Their symbology is mostly just colours that do not 
conflict with other classifications but do have a connection to the processes they represent; 
glacial is violet, fluvioglacial is eisgrün, anthropogenic is red (similar to houses on topographical 
maps), etc. Landforms that are clearly part of a greater whole but have been changed through 
anthropogenic processes (image 5 they will be overlaid with a black crosshatch.  

marin schadee
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Hydrography will be handled in classification 14. This classification contains water 
bodies that are active the whole year round or a period of it. The legend by Pachur and Schulz 
(1983) contains six different landforms while Frank (1987) has 29. The former was lacking and 
required some additions, primarily in the form of artificial drainageways and perennial versus 
seasonal. The symbols 
are rather simple 
compared to 4: steps 
and slopes or 6: micro 
landforms but the 
colour azure blue sets it 
apart from the other 
classifications.   

Classification 
15 contains any other 
landform that does not 
fit in any of the others 
and are mostly of 
anthropogenic genesis. 
It is in this classification 
where RCHs are 
categorized. These 
landforms are usually 
too small to be 
detected on the LiDAR derived maps and could only be mapped using literature that contains 
coordinates. For the RCHs this was done through previous bachelor theses. For this reason 
this classification does not contain too much landforms. Its symbols are distinctive and its 
colour remains black.  

Classification 16 is a part of classification 15 but is focussed on landforms of military 
origin onl. This encompasses bomb craters, fire and anti-tank trenches, buildings, bunkers and 
silos. Although border of the military areas (Kummersdorf-Gut and Heidehof-Golmberg) are 
not actual geomorphological land formations (other than a high fence at least) they have been 
mapped to strengthen and give explanation for the found landforms in the areas. The symbols 
will be distinctive and represent the actual landforms as much as possible. Because the 
landforms are of anthropogenic nature an unnatural colour such as light purple is chosen, 
which is also the colour used by old military maps (appendix C) to draw military borders. A 
research within our team by de Nobel (2020) and Romar (2020) reviews these military land 
formations or Relic Conflict Site features (RCS features) in greater depth.  

 

  

Image 5. Example of heavily modified landform by humans. Three stretches of 
dunes have been excavated and ploughed over (yet are still visible on a DEM and 
aspect map). 
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The geomorphological map 
As mentioned in the introduction, the research area is part of the Urstromtal, a (fluvio)glacial 
valley and will show signs and traces of such processes. Through literature (de Boer, 1995; 
2000; 2016; Cepek, 1986; Juschus, 2001) it was expected to find the terminal moraine from 
the Saale glaciation in the south of the strip and possibly the terminal moraine from the 
Weichselian in the north. Glaciations bring about accumulative structures such as push- and 
ground moraines, kames and eskers, while scouring their way creating U-shaped valleys and 
leaving behind dead ice holes when retreating. Fluvioglacial rivers cut their way through 
moraines and eskers creating V-shaped valleys and deposit this sediment elsewhere. After the 
glaciation, aeolian processes dominated the Urstromtal and brought sand from the Baruth Ice-
Marginal Valley and elsewhere, depositing it and creating different shapes of dunes in the 
process. In more recent years humans have used the area extensively: the sandy, partly peaty 
soil was perfect for agriculture and cattle and forested dune sand could be used to level the 
land (de Boer, personal communication, April, 2020). Other practices such as charcoal 
production and iron mining (by extracting iron from the B-horizon from Podzols) have left their 
marks (de Boer, personal communication, April, 2020). After the second world war, both 
terminal moraines served as military bases and presently the northern dunes serve a perfect 
‘playground’ for a car and truck testing facility (FKVV, 2018).  
 

Macro landforms 
The bottom layer of the map consists of the macro landforms that includes classification 8 and 
13. Image 7 shows the geomorphological macro landforms. In the south, the DEM clearly 
shows two height steps, green to red and red to white (image 6). Using the geological map 
(appendix C) and research by Cepek (1986) it is clear that the latter is the Saale terminal 
moraine and the former is a relatively straight ground moraine that is eroded on the east and 
west side. This glacial accumulation extents until the first stretch of dunes, north of which the 
fluvioglacial erosion starts up until a lateral strip of dunes called the Lange Horst Berge (LHB). 
Just south of the LHB dune is an old dune, excavated and ploughed but still visible on the 
aspect map, DEM and partially on the orthophotos. Just north of the LHB is where the 
fluvioglacial erosion continues until the Horstwalde village, where sand dunes, clearly visible 
on the DEM, start. These dunes, supported by the geology map and DEM cover a significantly 
larger area than the other dunes so far. On the north end of the strip, within these dunes, areas 
of fluvioglacial erosion are again present according to de Boer (1995, p.216) and geology 
maps. Three main anthropogenic areas have been mapped; south, an old military 
encampment, north, the Horstwalde village and further north, multiple military and car testing 
structures. These are all clearly visible on the orthophotos and old military maps (appendix C).  
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Image 6. The DEM on the south of the strip, clear height differences for ground and terminal moraine. 
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Image 7. The macrostructures of the geomorphological map. 
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Meso landforms 
The middle layer of the map are the mesostructures that consist of classifications 4, 5 and 14 
(image 8). Going by the macrostructures and DEM it is expected to find valleys created by 
fluvioglacial processes on the (terminal) moraine. They are all relatively small in width, no 
larger than 20 meters and easy to spot on the hillshade. Further north, at the bottom of the 
valley is where artificial drainageways are visible on the orthophotos and topographical map. 
These are filled by the river Hammerfließ just south of the LHB. Further north, at four fifth of 
the strip, the old riverpath of the paleoriver of the Hammerfließ is visible on the hillshade in 
between all artificial drainageways that are meant for agriculture.  
 

  

Image 8. The mesostructures of the geomorphological map. 

marin schadee
Image X. The mesostructures of the geomorphological map.
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Micro landforms 
Classifications 6, 7, 15 and 16 are all among the micro landforms and although roads and 
houses are coded through the anthropogenic classification 13.13, they are part of micro 
landforms (image 9). Obvious micro landforms are in the south part of the strip, inside the 
military training grounds as a lot of fire trenches and tank dug outs are found through the 
hillshade. North of the Heidehof-Golmberg military these landforms stop immediately. Some 
houses can be found spread over the valley bottom. Halfway the strip, a kettle is found on the 
DEM with a dune shaped elevation on the  east side. The Lange Horstberge is where confirmed 
and possible RCHs location are found, as well as in the agricultural fields close to the 
Hammerfließ and Horstgraben. These possible RCHs can be seen as clusters of black circles 
on the map. Above the agricultural land above the LHB is the village of Horstwalde naturally 
with houses and roads, however, east of the village are several kettles to be found. Inside the 
dunes, roads that are used to test production cars are barely visible on the orthophotos, but 
clear on the hillshade and topographical map. On top of the dunes and north of it, unconfirmed 

RCHs are mapped.  
  

Image 9. The macrostructures of the geomorphological map. 
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Discussion 
Land formations and origin 
Most areas of geomorphological processes are based on the geological map by the LGBR 
(appendix C) and are compared to other maps and LiDAR derived maps to check whether they 
are valid. The geology map is based on soil drillings, but these were sometimes only conducted 
once every square kilometer (de Boer, personal communication, April, 2020). Additionally, the 
south of the strip is positioned in the Heidehof-Golmberg area and it is prohibited to enter it 
due to leftover ammunition and explosives.  

Rummel 
Rummel is the german word for periglacial dry valleys. They were formed by the thawing of 
snow in summer, thus wettening the soil and because of the permafrost the melt water was 
unable to seep into the ground, creating, by through soil creep and mudflow trench-like valleys. 
They are called ‘dry’ because during the Holocene they most of the time do not carry water. 
Sometimes, through human intervention the sides are slightly flattened, but are still clear in the 
landscape. Because of the (peri-)glacial genesis, these rummels are expected to be present 
in the  old moraine landscape. The south east corner of the research area seems to contain 
70 meters of a rummel before it smoothly transitions into a saucer shaped valley that is 
significantly wider (image 8).  

RCHs 
All potential RCHs by Schneider (personal e-mail communication to De Boer, 16 April, 2018) 
have been re-evaluated and only re-mapped if found plausible. Rejected RCHs could not be 
justified by a circular shape on the hillshade or DEM. Additionally, Schneider (personal e-mail 
communication to De Boer, 16 April, 2018) suggested RCHs in the south end of the strip, within 
the Heidehof-Golmberg military area. These RCHs have been re-evaluated as well, but all 
have been rejected because of the severe military anthropogenic landforms (bomb craters, 
ruts from tanks, dug-outs, etc.) that are present within these borders. Besides these RCHs, 
another 26 RCHs have been suggested. These are clustered on two locations: 16 on 
agricultural land just south of the Horstgraben river and 10 just below the Horstwalde village 
and close to the Hammerfließ, also in agricultural fields. 

The localization of RCHs is possible through LiDAR derived maps, however are hard 
to find and sometimes not at all. Moreover, confirmation on the location of RCHs has to be 
done through fieldwork, as Unver (2019) showed that some RCH points could be electricity 
poles or fallen tree trunks.  

Divided workload 
Although at first sight it seems very plausible to divide an area over several team members, it 
is recommended to keep a few things in hindsight. The strips are all 20 km2 which is quite the 
area to cover during fieldwork, it is doable within the timespan of this research. However, the 
Urstromtal itself is over 30.000 km2 and contains geomorphological areas larger than 20 km2 

such as the terminal moraine. Moreover, by separating areas using straight lines, you inevitably 
separate a landform over two different strips, mapped by someone else. Image 10 shows an 
example of a landform that was not visible inside just one strip, but combined with the adjacent 
strip on the east, a pingo ruin became visible.  

marin schadee
Bijschrift: Image X. In the left square, a supposed kettle is visible, but combined with the adjacent strip (right square) it appears to be a pingoruin, because of its circular shape and surrounding wall
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‘Kettle dunes’ 
Just south of the Horstgraben, two dune shaped polygons have been drawn, of which the right 
one has been confirmed to be a parabolic dune by de Boer (2016, p.9). The left however, does 
have a particular vertical stretch to it, atypical for a parabolic dune. Furthermore, the windward 
side of the ‘dune’ is a relative deep hole as can be seen on the DEM (image 11). The depth 
and the soggy condition in rainy seasons (de Boer, personal communication, April, 2020) 
suggests this is a (filled) kettle. However, a thesis research by Moestadja (2017) stated that 
an edge around such circular hole would indicate a pingo ruin, but the shape of the dune does 
not fully circle around it and there is no indication that is has ever done. Thus, in this case, it is 
believed to be a ‘kettle-dune’; when the ice parted from the glacier and stood there for maybe 
even 2000 years, it created a leeward side on the east due to the prevailing western winds (the 
same winds that created the parabolic dune east) where sediments could accumulate and 
created the half-boxy dune that it is today. Another ‘kettle-dune’ has been found in the field 
work area and can be seen in image 12.  
  

Image 10. In the left square, a supposed kettle is visible, but combined with the adjacent strip (right square) it appears to 
be a pingoruin, because of its circular shape and surrounding wall. 

marin schadee
Image X. The kettle with the 'kettle dune' on the right of it.
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Image 11. The kettle with the 'kettle dune' on the right of it. 
 

  

Image 12. The second 'kettle dune' found in the strip. 
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Legend, maps and scaling 
It is hard to create a universal legend that fits both mountain ranges, valleys and river deltas 
and nor does this legend, it is however representative for similar areas: peri-, fluvial- and glacial 
areas and contains Urstromtal unique landforms such as the RCHs (classification 15.3) and 
military complexes (classification 16). 

Symbology depends on the total size of the legend, and the more landforms it is you 
want to distinguish, the harder it gets as you want symbology to speak for itself and not overlap 
with other symbols. Moreover, when different landforms are clustered, you still want them to 
be recognizable between the other symbols (image 13) either by colour or shape. Finding the 
fine line between detail and clarity is hard and has no definite answer and is different per area.  

Drawing in ArcGIS Pro is similar to analog drawing on paper but instead of using a 

pencil, you are using your mouse and the way ArcGIS is programmed this comes with an 
advantage namely: in ArcGIS you only draw polygons, polylines and multipoints and every 
feature that carries the same code (Appendix B; Methodology, p.8) is automatically assigned 
the correct symbology, which mitigates the drawing of symbology for every single landform. 
The symbology is drawn only once and connected to this code. This does however, have a 
drawback: symbol sizing has been neglected in this research; the width of valleys, rivers, roads 
or any other multipoint. A map should be able to represent the truth as closely as possible, 
however, in ArcGIS Pro, the ability to scale a symbol to represent actual size or width is 
counterintuitive, inconsistent and a postprocess. It is possible to set scaling to symbols 
preventing them to be a fixed size on your screen but one that adjusts itself to the scale of the 
map (image 14). This adjustment scale however, is the same for all landforms in the same 
classification and not evaluated per individual landform as this greatly increases workload. 
Additionally, some multipoints represent a landform that has an opening on one side but they 
do not represent the exact orientation of this opening for similar reasons as scaling: workload 

Image 13. Example of different clustered multipoints that are still recognizable due to their shape and 
colour (cross versus stripe). This is an exaggeration to make the points. Also, symbol scaling has not 
yet been applied. 
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and ArcGIS Pro possibilities. Fortunately, the symbols of other landforms nearby should 
mitigate this issue as these would imply direction.   

 

Slope curves and slope angles.  
The created legend implied that slope curves and angles were to be mapped. Unfortunately, 
this has been postponed as ArcGIS Pro and time were major constraints. Due to the many 
data points, it showed irregular slope angle patterns that could change every meter and if 
mapped would make the geomorphological map unreadable. Even enlarging the cell size to 
25 meters still created some irregularities, but would most importantly gloss over unique 
shapes and landforms such as dunes and kettles.  
  

  

Image 14. At a relatively small scale (1:12,000), the width of the streets is appropriately sized in relation to 
the buildings. At a larger scale (1:4,000), the width of the streets is too narrow (left), unless variable sizing 
is applied (right). Source: https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/mapping/layer-properties/scale-based-
symbol-sizing.htm#GUID-C604C51F-54D3-4F10-BF33-C2E19630B27A 

https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/mapping/layer-properties/scale-based-symbol-sizing.htm#GUID-C604C51F-54D3-4F10-BF33-C2E19630B27A
https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/mapping/layer-properties/scale-based-symbol-sizing.htm#GUID-C604C51F-54D3-4F10-BF33-C2E19630B27A
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Conclusion 
Where normally digital fieldwork was used as a preparation for the actual fieldwork, this 
research set out to replace the actual fieldwork by using an extent of literature, imagery and 
maps obtained through previous fieldwork in the area. It turned out that quite a lot has been 
mapped already and the LiDAR derived maps allowed for discovery and detailed drawing of 
micro landforms. Pachur and Schulz (1983) and Frank (1987) have created a legend for 
different purposes: the Zehlendorf neighbourhood and the whole of Germany. Their research 
formed a strong basis for this research and a combination of the two plus only a few personal 
findings that needed a separate landform or category have created the new legend. The new 
legend, just like that of Pachur and Schulz (1983), is best suited for former periglacial, 
fluvioglacial and glacial areas and contains landforms that make the Baruther Ice-Marginal 
valley unique such as the suspected and confirmed Relict Charcoal Hearths, the military and 
kettles. It therefore does is not universal and does not fit a mountainous area but if it would 
have been, landforms that make the Valley unique would be neglected.  

Digital mapping is similar to analog mapping but instead of using a pen you use the 
mouse or a stylus. However, ArcGIS Pro requires extra know-how and steps in order to get 
and create symbols and get them the correct size, if that functionality is available at all. On the 
upside, being able to zoom in on maps allows for more accurate drawing of landforms and 
overlaying them results in a better grasp of what landforms you are looking at and maybe even 
result in new insights and discovery of landforms and genesis.  
 In appendix E the 6 strips have been merged and the result is as expected. The south 
contains the terminal and ground moraines, fluvioglacial accumulation and erosion north of it 
and on top of these eroded and accumulated areas is where aeolian processes have formed 
patches of dunes. Meso and micro landforms are also created by the (fluvio)glacial processes 
or by modern anthropogenic practices. The results show that the legend by Pachur and Schulz 
(1983) and Frank (1987) are very well suited for the Baruther Ice-Marginal Valley and little 
changes had to be made to make it fit. Digital mapping in ArcGIS Pro is similar to analog 
mapping and in some cases easier, except for some cases regarding size and scaling.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Building an APRX roadmap 
 

This workflow will go through the steps to generate a aprx for use in ArcGis Pro with web 
services and local geodata, partly downloaded from the UvA Geoportal. Part of the maps that 
we will insert/use are also to be found at:  
https://bb-viewer.geobasis-bb.de/ 
http://www.geo.brandenburg.de/ows 
Site of Geobroker, the Internetshop of the LGB (Landesvermessung und 
Geobasisinformation Brandenburg) https://geobroker.geobasis-
bb.de/gbss.php?MODE=GetProductInformation&PRODUCTID=253b7d3d-6b42-47dc-b127-
682de078b7ae  
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Requirements for this module: 
ArcGis Pro (2.7 or higher) 
3D Analysis licence 
At least 10gb of free space on your drive 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
To keep everything organized, store your downloaded files in the same map throughout the 
whole project.  

1. Start ArcGIS Pro.  
2. Create a project under the name  ‘Bachelor_Research_year’ 
3. Right click map, under properties, head to coordinate systems. Use ETRS 1989 UTM 

Zone 33N for XY (or search for 25833). 
4. Zoom in to the area of Luckenwalde – Lübben and later Luckenwalde – Baruth/Mark. 

a. Set the scale to 1:140.000 
b. Add as a bookmark so you can go back to this overview later. 

 
Now, the geological maps should be added. 

5. Add the geological maps. First go to the Surfdrive. Go to Data -> Brandenburg. 
a. Download GK25 Geologische Übersichtskarte 1 zu 25 tausend. 
b. Go to your catalog, add GK25 to the Table Of Contents (TOC) 

 
6. Next go to the Surfdrive. Go to Data -> Brandenburg. 

a. Download GK100 Geologische Übersichtskarte 1 zu 100 tausend. 
b. Go to your catalog, add GK100 to the TOC. 

7. These shp files do not contain any form of symbology, therefore we will add a 
basemap. 

a. This basemap is saved as a .TIF in the 1:100 folder. make sure this is below 
the other two shapefiles.  

 

https://bb-viewer.geobasis-bb.de/
http://www.geo.brandenburg.de/ows
https://geobroker.geobasis-bb.de/gbss.php?MODE=GetProductInformation&PRODUCTID=253b7d3d-6b42-47dc-b127-682de078b7ae
https://geobroker.geobasis-bb.de/gbss.php?MODE=GetProductInformation&PRODUCTID=253b7d3d-6b42-47dc-b127-682de078b7ae
https://geobroker.geobasis-bb.de/gbss.php?MODE=GetProductInformation&PRODUCTID=253b7d3d-6b42-47dc-b127-682de078b7ae
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These shp-files contain abbreviated labels under ‘(...)’. The xls file has the correct 
explanation for every abbreviation.  
  

8. Click on the insert window, add connections, New WMS Server. 
a. Add  the following WMS Servers (make sure to also copy the question mark 

‘?’):  
- https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dtk10farbe_wms? (This is a topographical 

map) 
- https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/bokarten_wms? (this is a soil map) 
- https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dop20c_wms? (these are aerial images) 
- https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/borelief_wms?&service=WMS&reques

t=GetCapabilities  
The WMS connection appears in your Catalog as Reliefverhaltnisse, search within the WMS 
layer to the  Geomorphographische Karte. 
(This is a geomorphograpic map) 

- https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/boartsubstr_wms?&service=WMS&request=G
etCapabilities   

The WMS connection appears in your Catalog as Bodenarten und Substrate 
(This is a map containing detailed bodem types) 
 
Expand the WMS connections and add them to your TOC. 
 

9. Also add http://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dnmbs.php? (make sure to copy the ‘?’). 
These contain the tiles and according numbers.  

a. Add the entire connection to your TOC as top layer. 
 

10. One of those files is the zipped file of the 49 LiDAR Tiles and it should have a 
shapefile.  Add this to your GDB. Right click your GDB select import feature class. 
Don’t forget to name your output feature class.  

a. Beware: a shapefile consists of several files (not only .shp but also .dbf, .sbn, 
and so on) thus making sure you download the entire folder, and not just the 
.shp extensions.  

b. If you’re getting an error message you have to define a projection: 
ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_33N (=EPSG 25833). 

 
Change the color type to black outline so the basemap(s) are still visible. 
 

11. Zoom to layer on the 49 tiles and make a new bookmark and call it ‘49 LiDAR tiles’.  
  

https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dtk10farbe_wms
https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/bokarten_wms
https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dop20c_wms
https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/borelief_wms?&service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities
https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/borelief_wms?&service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities
https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/boartsubstr_wms?&service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities
https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/boartsubstr_wms?&service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities
http://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dnmbs.php
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12. From the Geoportal, download your assigned 5 LiDAR tiles.  
Field strips are divided in alphabetical order:  
Geskus (33382), Luimes (33384), Nobel (33386), Romar (33388), Schadee (33390), 
Zuidervaart (33392). 
 

13. Create a new las dataset in Catalog or use the tool Create a Las Dataset and give it 
the name PersonalLasDataset.lasd 

a. Add your personal LAS files to the dataset.  
b. Make sure the statistics are calculated. If not, the strip will be displayed in 

grey.  
c. Check if the horizontal coordinate system is ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 33N. 
d. Assign a vertical coordinate system to the las dataset: DHHN92. 

 
14. Add the las dataset to your TOC. 

 
15.  Zoom in  on one of your las tiles at a scale of 9,000.  

 
16. Make a visualization of the las dataset on the base of the elevation. In order to do this 

you need to select the Las dataset in your TOC. Next click the appearance header 
and click on Symbology > surface > elevation. By doing this your dataset will create 
intervals. It should look similar to the image below/on the next page. 
   

17.  Instead of 9 classes we would like to have 24. On the right, the symbology screen 
should be displayed.  From the symbology screen change the amount of classes to 
24. ArcGIS Pro should assign proper spacing by itself. Choose a proper color 
scheme; condition number 
 

18. Add a (military) Topographical Map 1:25,000 of Paplitz and Stuelpe to your TOC 
From the Surfdrive 

a. Go to Data -> Geoportal -> ClickableMaps -> World -> Europe -> Germany -> 
Brandenburg Berlin -> Top 25 -> TK25AS. From this list, download the Paplitz 
and Stuelpe .TIF (should be near the bottom if ordered alphabetically). Add 
both to your TOC.  

- One of these maps does not fully cover the research area.  
 

19. We will now create a cross section. In your toolbar head to View, then press convert 
and click ‘to local scene’. It should look something like this: (use elevation as points 
instead of surface) 
 

20. Click the LAS dataset and go to Symbology. Then click the Elevation option under 
‘Symbolize your layer using a Surface’.  
 

21. LAS TO DEM: use the LAS tools to convert a .las file to a DEM (Digital Elevation 
Model).  

a. From header appearance click dropdown menu LAS points and select ground. 
b. Next use the tool LAS Dataset To Raster 
c. in the menu set Void fill method to Linear and sampling Value to 0.5 (meter). 
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22. Select PersonalLasDataset in your 2D map,  click appearance 
a. Increase the Display limit to 5000000 (or more!). This limits the number or 

points used in the triangulation of the LAS Dataset layer surface.  
b. Slide the Density bar to max (fine point density). This option controls the 

density of points enforced by the LAS datasetDensity 
c. Set the full resolution scale to 1:1000. This scale is used to control when the 

LAS dataset will render itself without thinning, using 100 percent of the LAS 
points. It is used when the map scale is equal to or greater than the scale you 
specify. The point limit is still honored though, so if the number of estimated 
points for the current extent exceeds the limit, the LAS dataset will thin itself 
and not draw using all the data. When this occurs, an asterisk is displayed 
next to the data percentage listed for the layer in the table of contents. When 
the map display scale is less than the full resolution scale, thinning will occur 
based on the setting of the Point Density slider bar. 
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Appendix B: How to create symbology 

Symbology feature class 
- Create 3 Feature Class layers in your GeoDataBase: 1 Polygons, 1 Polylines and 1 
Multipoints and name them appropriately.  
- Add them to the TOC.  
- Open its attribute table and press add  

a. The word Field is selected and change this to Geomorph (or any other code 
that suits the legend) and save it. 

- In this column is where the codes for every symbol will sit. Continue by adding 
new rows and filling in a code in de the Geomorph column. These codes 
should correspond with the symbology they will represent.  

b. Repeat this process for all three Feature Class layers. 
- Select the feature class you want to start symbology on and go to (tab) Appearance, 
(category) Drawing and press the yellow square that says Symbology.  
- Under Primary symbology select, Unique values and make sure Field 1 says Geomorph 
(or whatever the symbology column is called). 
- Under the Classes tab click ‘Add all values’ and the Codes you created show up.  
 
Symbology drawing starts now.  

Multipoints 
- Click one of the small circles on the left and the Format Point Symbol opens.  
- In the gallery, pre-created symbols appear. If these do not suit your need, go to Properties. 
 The left tab (Symbol) shows scaling, the middle button (Layers) shows all layers of 
the point and the right tab (Structure) shows all layers and their order but comprehensive.  
- In the right tab, you want to add Marker layers (for letters and shapes), Stroke layers (for 
lines) and Fill layer (for surfaces). 
 
The point symbol for 1406 (Lake, artificial water level) has been created using the following 
layers in this order: 
- A Marker layer as a Shape marker (see middle tab) and the Form of a cross.  
 The fill colour is HEX #0039AF (dark blue). 
 The outline colour is black, but width is 0 (it disappears). 
 Its position has been kept in the middle. 
- Another Marker layer as a Shape marker but the form of a circle. 
 The fill colour is HEX #AEEBFE (light blue). 
 The outline colour is HEX #0039AF and width 1. 
 Its position has been kept in the middle.  
The preview on the bottom should now show the point symbol for 1406; Lake, artificial water 
level 
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Polylines 
- Click one of the small lines on the left and the Format Point Symbol opens.  
- In the gallery, pre-created symbols appear. If these do not suit your need, go to Properties. 
 The left tab (Symbol) shows scaling, the middle button (Layers) shows all layers of 
the point and the right tab (Structure) shows all layers and their order but comprehensive.  
- In the right tab, you want to add Marker layers (for letters and shapes), Stroke layers (for 
lines) and Fill layer (for surfaces). 
 
The line symbol for 1601 (Firetrench) has been created using the following layers in this 
order: 
- A Marker layer as a Shape marker (see middle tab) and the Form of a cross.  
 The fill colour is HEX #343434 (black). 
 The outline colour is also black, but width is 0 (it disappears). 

Its position has been kept in the middle, but has a rotation of 45°. 
Its placement template is 30 and the offset 15. This ensures it falls in the caps of the 
striped line. 

- A Stroke symbol layer is added (see middle tab) and has a dash effect. 
 The dash effect has been set to 20 (full) and 10 (empty): 20 10. 
 The colour is HEX #C566FF (Purple). 
 There is no offset, and Caps & Join remains standard.  

Polygons 
- Click one of the small rectangles on the left and the Format Point Symbol opens.  
- In the gallery, pre-created symbols appear. If these do not suit your need, go to Properties. 
 The left tab (Symbol) shows scaling, the middle button (Layers) shows all layers of 
the point and the right tab (Structure) shows all layers and their order but comprehensive.  
- In the right tab, you want to add Marker layers (for letters and shapes), Stroke layers (for 
lines) and Fill layer (for surfaces). 
 
The polygon symbol for 1403 (Natural stream of basin, modified by man) has been created 
using the following layers in this order: 
- A Marker layer as a Shape marker (see middle tab) and the Form of a rectangle.  
 The fill colour is HEX #0039AF (dark blue). 
 The width is 2 and size 6.  
 Its position and anchor points remain standard. 
 The Marker Placement has been set to Along line and the box Angle to line has been 
checked.  
 The placement template is set to 20 with no constraints on ending features.  
- A Stroke symbol layer as a Solid stroke has been added as an outline. 
 The Colour is HEX #0039AF (dark blue). 
 The width is 1 pt. 
 The rest is left to default. 
- A fill layer as solid fill has been added. 

The fill colour is HEX #AEEBFE (light blue). 
Nothing else is there to change.    
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Ex- and Importing symbology 
Right mouse click on the symbology feature class layers, sharing, Save as a layer file (.lyr). 
This file contains the symbology you just created connected to a code in the Geomorph 
column.   
 
To apply symbology on a feature class layer, this must contain the same column and code 
scheme as introduced in the symbology layers above (in this case: Geomorph).  
- Click your Feature Class layer in the TOC, go to Appearance tab and category Drawing, 
Press Import.  
 The Symbology Layer is where you select the export .lyr file.  
 Type is Value field and it should automatically fill the other two fields (to Geomorph 
twice). 
 Click Run.  
The Symbology is now imported and applied.  
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Appendix C: Data Management tables 

Legends and symbology 
 

Title Author(s) Year Description Source 

Erläuterungen zur 
Geomorphologischen Karte 
1:25 000 der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland 

Pachur & Schulz 1983 Legend for the Berlin-
Zehlendorf neighbourhood. 

 

Die Auswertung 
grossmassstäbiger 
geomorphologischer Karten 
(GMK 25) für den 
Schulunterricht. 

Frank, F. 1987 Legend for Germany  

"Toelichting bij de legenda 
Geomorfologische kaart van 
Nederland 1:50 000 (2019)." 

Maas, G. J., 
W.M. van der 
Meij, S. P. J. v. 
Delft & A. H. 
Heidema 

2019 Geomorphological map of the 
Netherlands 

https://legendageomorfologie.
wur.nl/ 

A new symbol-and-GIS based 
detailed geomorphological 
mapping system: Renewal of a 
scientific discipline for 
understanding landscape 
development 

Gustavsson, M., 
Kolstrup, E., & 
Seijmonsbergen, 
A. C. 

2006 Attempt at universal 
geomorphological mapping 

 

Detailed fluvial-
geomorphologic mapping of 
wadeable streams: a proposal 
of universal map symbology 

Miklin, J. & Galia, 
T. 

2017 proposal to universal 
geomorphological mapping of 
streams 

 

Description of units in the 
geomorphic database of 
Sweden 

Peterson, G. & 
Smith, C.A. 

2013 Mapping of geomorphological 
units in sweden using LiDAR 
derived maps 

 

A geomorphological mapping 
system at scale 1: 10,000 for 
mountainous areas  

de Graaff, 
L.W.S., de Jong, 
M.G.G., Rupke, 
J. and 
Verhofstad, J. 
 

2002 A geomorphological mapping 
system and legend suitable 
for mountainous areas at 
scale 1:10.000 

 

 
  

https://legendageomorfologie.wur.nl/
https://legendageomorfologie.wur.nl/
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Used maps & data points 
 

Title Scale Source Date Description WMS-Link 

Geology 1:25.000 and 
1:100.000 

LBG 2004 Geologische Karten des 
Landes Brandenburg 

https://inspire.branden
burg.de/services/gk_
wms? 

Topographic 1:10.000 LGB 2018  https://isk.geobasis-
bb.de/ows/dtk10farbe
_wms? 

Topographic 
military map 
Paplitz 

1:10.000 Geoportal UvA 1989  - 

Soil substrates 1:1.000.000 Geoportal 
Brandenburg 

2010 Bodenkarten https://inspire.branden
burg.de/services/boart
substr_wms?&service
=WMS&request=Get
Capabilities 

Orthophotos 1:5.000 LGB 2019 Digitale Orthphotos 20cm 
Bodenauflösung Farbinfrarot 

https://isk.geobasis-
bb.de/ows/dop20c_w
ms? 

Topographic 
Paplitz 

1:25.000 Geoportal UvA 1941 Topographic map from 1941 
containing old roads 

 

Topographic 
Paplitz 

1:25.000 Geoportal UvA 1841 Topographic map from 1841 
containing old roads 

 

Landscape 
genesis 

1:300.000 LGR 
Brandenburg 

2002 Landschafts Genese  

LiDAR derived 
maps 

1:5.000 Geoportal UvA 2011 Maps created using LiDAR 
data 

 

Suspected 
RCHs 

- Schneider, A.: 
Geoportal UvA 

2018 Suspected RCHs points  

RCH fieldwork - Burger, 
R.:Geoportal 
UvA 

2019 Fieldwork to RCH locations  

Dunes - Boer, W.M. de: 
Geoportal UvA 

1992   
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Appendix D1/2/3/4: The geomorphological legends 
On the following pages are to be found in this order: (1) the final presentable legend, (2) the 
legend but extended for future use, (3) the legend by Pachur & Schulz (1983) and (4) the 
legend by Frank (1987, p.90-98). The legend by Pachur & Schulz (1983) and Frank (1987) 
are screen captures to enhance readability and to provide an overview. These documents 
are also to be found in the shared UvA Geoportal, Surfdrive and Google Drive.  
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 First important notes     

 Draw your lines clockwise  
e.g. 6.5, 
6.6   

 
Draw your lines in the opposite direction of the 
flow  

e.g. 5 
and 14   

 
Attribute table contain column "Geomorph" for the 
geomorphological Code     

 

Some codes have changed: In the attribute table 
click the hamburger menu; Find and Replace 
(Version 2.5.1 required)     

 Biggest changes in (red): 5, 6, 13 & 14    

      

      

1 Slope Angles  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

1.1 < 2  11 Polygons  
1.2 > 2- 7  12 Polygons  
1.3 > 7 - 15  13 Polygons  
1.4 > 15  14 Polygons  

      

2 Slope Curves Shape Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

2.1 6 -<300 m Convex (bol) 211 Lines  

  Concave (hol) 212 Lines  
2.2 300-600 m Convex (bol) 221 Lines  

  Concave (hol) 222 Lines  

      

3 (Wölbungen) 

Slope curves of 
knobs & kettle 
>100m   Meso 

      

4 Steps and Breaks of slope  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 

 Height of step (m) angle of step (o)    
4.1 > 1-2  41 Lines  
4.2 > 2-5 > 2-7 42 Lines  
4.3 > 5-10  43 Lines  
4.4 > 1-5  44 Lines  
4.5 > 5-10 > 7-15 45 Lines  
4.6 > 10  46 Lines  
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4.7 > 1-5  47 Lines  
4.8 > 5-10 > 15 48 Lines  
4.9 > 10  49 Lines  

      

 Note: entails shapes <100m     

      

5 Valleys and Drainageways  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 

 Type, Width (25 -< 100 m)     
5.1 Saucer )  51 Lines  
5.2 Flat |_|  52 Lines  
5.3 V shaped V  53 Lines  
5.4 Flat V-shape \_/  54 Lines  
5.5 V shape saucer }  55 Lines  

 Type, Width (<25m)     
5.6 Saucer  56 Lines  
5.7 Flat  57 Lines  
5.8 V-shaped  58 Lines  

      

 
Note: Draw your lines in the opposite direction 
of the flow     

      

6 Individual Landforms  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

6.1 Knob  61 Polygons  
6.2 Earth dam/ wall  62 Lines  
6.3 Kettle Dead-ice hole 63 Polygons  
6.4 Trough-shaped depression  64 Polygons  
6.5 Spur  65 Lines  
6.6 Niche  66 Lines  
6.7 Panhole (If not a Kettle) 67 Polygons  
6.8 Alluvial fan  68 Lines  
6.9 Pingo ruin  69 Polygons  

      

 Note: Clockwise drawing,     

 Create alluvial fan using polylines     
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7 Forms and Process tracks  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

  
Depth (m) / 
Diameter (m)    

7.1 Sand-wedge polygones >1 / >2.5 71 Multipoints  
7.2 Scattered ventifacts - / >0.1 72 Multipoints  
7.3 Erratic boulders (Findlinge) - / >1 73 Multipoints  
7.4 Scattered erratics - / 0.1-1 74 Multipoints  

      

 Note: 7.3 see GK100 Byheft     

      

8 Material  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

8.1 Clay  81 Polygons  
8.2 Sand  82 Polygons  
8.3 Loam  83 Polygons  
8.4 Gravels  84 Polygons  
8.5 Loamy sand  85 Polygons  
8.6 Sandy loam  86 Polygons  
8.7 Sand, silt; colluvial  87 Polygons  

8.8 
Sandy loam, gravelly, partly with cobbles; dump 
upbuilding  88 Polygons  

8.9 Sand with debris, partly calcerous; building rubble  89 Polygons  
8.10 Sandy mud  810 Polygons  
8.11 Calcareous mud  811 Polygons  
8.12 Sapropel, calcareous  812 Polygons  
8.13 Low fen, swamp forest and sedge peat  813 Polygons  
8.14 Glacial till (Boulder clay)  814 Polygons  

 Note: 8.2 and 8.13 are used     

      

10 Layering and thickness of the loose substrates  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

10.1 Sand under gravel  1001 Polygons  
10.2 Sand under loam  1002 Polygons  
10.3 Loam under sand  1003 Polygons  
10.4 Clay under humic sand  1004 Polygons  
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10.5 Low fen under sand and silt;fen under colluvium  1005 Polygons  

10.6 
Low fen under sandy to gravelly loam partly with 
cobbles; fen under dump  1006 Polygons  

10.7 
Bedding materials sapropel on chalky mud, on 
sandy mud thickness of strata in dm  1007 Polygons  

      

13 Areas of geomorphological proc.  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

13.1 Lacustrine  1301 Polygons  
13.2 Aeolian  1302 Polygons  
13.3 Glacial; accumulative Terminal moraine 1303 Polygons  
13.4 Glacial; accumulative Ground moraine 1304 Polygons  

13.5 Glacial; scouring 
Leftover Glacier 
valley (U-shaped) 1305 Polygons  

13.6 Fluvioglacial; accumulative e.g. Eskers 1306 Polygons  
13.7 (sub)Fluvioglacial: erosive  - -  
13.7.1 Erosive e.g. Valley 130701 Polygons  
13.7.2 Water still present Lake/river 130702 Polygons  

13.7.3 Meltwater valley 

In an area of 
glacial scouring 
(13.5) 130703 Polygons  

13.8 Fluvial (valley floor, terraces, etc)  1308 Polygons  

13.9 Denudational; colluvial 
Accumulated 
denudation 1309 Polygons  

13.10 Denudational  13010 Polygons  

13.11 Organic (mostly low fen formations) 
Fen formation 
(dead-ice holes) 13011 Polygons  

13.12 Anthropogenic  13012 Polygons  
13.13 Anthropogenic; present day Houses, concrete 13013 Polygons  
13.13.1 Roads; Paved  1301301 Lines Micro 

13.13.2 Roads; Unpaved  1301302 Lines Micro 

13.13.3 Railway  1301303 Lines Micro 

      

 
Note: Create a new shapefile for 13.13 and 
13.13.1, 13.13.2 & 13.13.3     

 
Idea: For areas subject to human intervention (e.g. 
plowing or excavation) draw a 13.12 polygon     

      

      

14 Hydrography  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 
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14.1 Perennial streams and lakes  1401 
Polygons & 
lines  

14.2 Perennial artificial drainageway  1402 Lines  

14.3 Natural stream, basin, modified by man  1403 
Polygons & 
lines  

14.4 Occasionally flooded area  1404 Polygons  
14.5 Artificial subsurface inflow  1405 Lines  

14.6 
Lake (artificial?) water level due to input of river 
and rainwater  1406 

Polygons & 
Multipoint  

14.7 stream, periodically  1407 Lines  
14.8 artificial stream, periodically  1408 Lines  

      

 
Note: 14.6 requires a Multipoint in the middle with 
the same code     

      

15 Supplementary information  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

15.1 sand pit  1501 Multipoints  
15.2 rubbish dump  1502 Multipoints  
15.3 former brick, pitch  1503 Multipoints  
15.3.1 Charcoal works confirmed  150301 Multipoints  
15.3.2 Charcoal works suspected  150302 Multipoints  
15.4 fire-protection ditches along railway embankments  1504 Lines  

      

16 Military  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

16.1 firetrench (loopgraaf)  1601 Lines  
16.2 anti-tanktrench  1602 Lines  
16.3 bunker/dug-out/foxhole  1603 Multipoints  
16.4 (roadside)depots(bunker for vehicles)  1604 Multipoints  
16.5 bomb crater  1605 Multipoints  
16.6 artifical extinguish water pond  1606 Polygons  
16.7 Heidehof-Golmberg military area border  1607 Lines  
16.8 Kummersdorf-Gut military facility border  1608 Lines  

16.9 Military structures 
e.g. tower, radar, 
concrete bunker 1609 Polygons  

16.10 Royal Prussian Military Railway (KME)  16010 Lines  
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Appendix E. The geomorphological map 
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 First important notes     

 Draw your lines clockwise  

e.g. 
6.5, 
6.6   

 
Draw your lines in the opposite 
direction of the flow  

e.g. 5 
and 
14   

 

Attribute table contain column 
"Geomorph" for the geomorphological 
Code     

 

Some codes have changed: In the 
attribute table click the hamburger 
menu; Find and Replace (Version 
2.5.1 required)     

 Biggest changes in (red): 5, 6, 13 & 14    

      

      

1 Slope Angles  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

1.1 < 2  11 Polygons  

1.2 > 2- 7  12 Polygons  

1.3 > 7 - 15  13 Polygons  

1.4 > 15  14 Polygons  

      

2 Slope Curves Shape Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

2.1 6 -<300 m Convex (bol) 211 Lines  

  Concave (hol) 212 Lines  

2.2 300-600 m Convex (bol) 221 Lines  

  Concave (hol) 222 Lines  

      

3 (Wölbungen) 
Slope curves of knobs & kettle 
>100m   Meso 

      

4 Steps and Breaks of slope  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 

 Height of step (m) angle of step (o)    

4.1 > 1-2  41 Lines  

4.2 > 2-5 > 2-7 42 Lines  
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4.3 > 5-10  43 Lines  

4.4 > 1-5  44 Lines  

4.5 > 5-10 > 7-15 45 Lines  

4.6 > 10  46 Lines  

4.7 > 1-5  47 Lines  

4.8 > 5-10 > 15 48 Lines  

4.9 > 10  49 Lines  

      

 Note: entails shapes <100m     

      

5 Valleys and Drainageways  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 

 Type, Width (25 -< 100 m)     

5.1 Saucer )  51 Lines  

5.2 Flat |_|  52 Lines  

5.3 V shaped V  53 Lines  

5.4 Flat V-shape \_/  54 Lines  

5.5 V shape saucer }  55 Lines  

 Type, Width (<25m)     

5.6 Saucer  56 Lines  

5.7 Flat  57 Lines  

5.8 V-shaped  58 Lines  

      

 
Note: Draw your lines in the 
opposite direction of the flow     

      

6 Individual Landforms  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

6.1 Knob  61 Polygons  

6.2 Earth dam/ wall  62 Lines  

6.3 Kettle Dead-ice hole 63 Polygons  

6.4 Trough-shaped depression  64 Polygons  

6.5 Spur  65 Lines  

6.6 Niche  66 Lines  

6.7 Panhole (If not a Kettle) 67 Polygons  
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6.8 Alluvial fan  68 Lines  

6.9 Pingo ruin  69 Polygons  

      

 Note: Clockwise drawing,     

 Create alluvial fan using polylines     

      

7 Forms and Process tracks  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

  Depth (m) / Diameter (m)    

7.1 Sand-wedge polygones >1 / >2.5 71 Multipoints  

7.2 Scattered ventifacts - / >0.1 72 Multipoints  

7.3 Erratic boulders (Findlinge) - / >1 73 Multipoints  

7.4 Scattered erratics - / 0.1-1 74 Multipoints  

      

 Note: 7.3 see GK100 Byheft     

      

8 Material  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

8.1 Clay  81 Polygons  

8.2 Sand  82 Polygons  

8.3 Loam  83 Polygons  

8.4 Gravels  84 Polygons  

8.5 Loamy sand  85 Polygons  

8.6 Sandy loam  86 Polygons  

8.7 Sand, silt; colluvial  87 Polygons  

8.8 
Sandy loam, gravelly, partly with 
cobbles; dump upbuilding  88 Polygons  

8.9 
Sand with debris, partly calcerous; 
building rubble  89 Polygons  

8.10 Sandy mud  810 Polygons  

8.11 Calcareous mud  811 Polygons  

8.12 Sapropel, calcareous  812 Polygons  

8.13 
Low fen, swamp forest and sedge 
peat  813 Polygons  

8.14 Glacial till (Boulder clay)  814 Polygons  

 Note: 8.2 and 8.13 are used     
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10 
Layering and thickness of the 
loose substrates  Code 

Shape file 
format Macro 

10.1 Sand under gravel  1001 Polygons  

10.2 Sand under loam  1002 Polygons  

10.3 Loam under sand  1003 Polygons  

10.4 Clay under humic sand  1004 Polygons  

10.5 
Low fen under sand and silt;fen under 
colluvium  1005 Polygons  

10.6 
Low fen under sandy to gravelly loam 
partly with cobbles; fen under dump  1006 Polygons  

10.7 

Bedding materials sapropel on chalky 
mud, on sandy mud thickness of 
strata in dm  1007 Polygons  

      

13 Areas of geomorphological proc.  Code 
Shape file 
format Macro 

13.1 Lacustrine  1301 Polygons  

13.2 Aeolian  1302 Polygons  

13.3 Glacial; accumulative Terminal moraine 1303 Polygons  

13.4 Glacial; accumulative Ground moraine 1304 Polygons  

13.5 Glacial; scouring 
Leftover Glacier valley (U-
shaped) 1305 Polygons  

13.6 Fluvioglacial; accumulative e.g. Eskers 1306 Polygons  

13.7 (sub)Fluvioglacial: erosive  - -  

13.7.1 Erosive e.g. Valley 
13070

1 Polygons  

13.7.2 Water still present Lake/river 
13070

2 Polygons  

13.7.3 Meltwater valley 
In an area of glacial scouring 
(13.5) 

13070
3 Polygons  

13.8 Fluvial (valley floor, terraces, etc)  1308 Polygons  

13.9 Denudational; colluvial Accumulated denudation 1309 Polygons  

13.10 Denudational  13010 Polygons  

13.11 Organic (mostly low fen formations) Fen formation (dead-ice holes) 13011 Polygons  

13.12 Anthropogenic  13012 Polygons  

13.13 Anthropogenic; present day Houses, concrete 13013 Polygons  

13.13.1 Roads; Paved  
13013

01 Lines Micro 

13.13.2 Roads; Unpaved  
13013

02 Lines Micro 
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13.13.3 Railway  
13013
03 Lines Micro 

      

 
Note: Create a new shapefile for 
13.13 and 13.13.1, 13.13.2 & 13.13.3     

 

Idea: For areas subject to human 
intervention (e.g. plowing or 
excavation) draw a 13.12 polygon     

      

      

14 Hydrography  Code 
Shape file 
format Meso 

14.1 Perennial streams and lakes  1401 Polygons & lines  

14.2 Perennial artificial drainageway  1402 Lines  

14.3 
Natural stream, basin, modified by 
man  1403 Polygons & lines  

14.4 Occasionally flooded area  1404 Polygons  

14.5 Artificial subsurface inflow  1405 Lines  

14.6 
Lake (artificial?) water level due to 
input of river and rainwater  1406 

Polygons & 
Multipoint  

14.7 stream, periodically  1407 Lines  

14.8 artificial stream, periodically  1408 Lines  

      

 
Note: 14.6 requires a Multipoint in the 
middle with the same code     

      

15 Supplementary information  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

15.1 sand pit  1501 Multipoints  

15.2 rubbish dump  1502 Multipoints  

15.3 former brick, pitch  1503 Multipoints  

15.3.1 Charcoal works confirmed  
15030

1 Multipoints  

15.3.2 Charcoal works suspected  
15030

2 Multipoints  

15.4 
fire-protection ditches along railway 
embankments  1504 Lines  

      

16 Military  Code 
Shape file 
format Micro 

16.1 firetrench (loopgraaf)  1601 Lines  
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16.2 anti-tanktrench  1602 Lines  

16.3 bunker/dug-out/foxhole  1603 Multipoints  

16.4 
(roadside)depots(bunker for 
vehicles)  1604 Multipoints  

16.5 bomb crater  1605 Multipoints  

16.6 artifical extinguish water pond  1606 Polygons  

16.7 
Heidehof-Golmberg military area 
border  1607 Lines  

16.8 
Kummersdorf-Gut military facility 
border  1608 Lines  

16.9 Military structures 
e.g. tower, radar, concrete 
bunker 1609 Polygons  

16.10 
Royal Prussian Military Railway 
(KME)  16010 Lines  
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